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Abstract:
At any epoch, particle physics must be open to completely unexpected discoveries, and that is reason enough
to extend the reach of searches for ultra-high energy (UHE) photons. The observation of a population of
photons with energies E & 100 EeV would for example imply the existence of either a completely new
physical phenomena, or particle acceleration mechanisms heretofore never seen or imagined. But as we
outline in this Letter of Interest, there are also good arguments for super-heavy dark matter (SHDM) in a
parameter range such that it could be discovered via its decays to, in particular, UHE photons. Only ultrahigh energy cosmic ray observatories have capabilities to detect UHE photons. We first investigate how
current and future observations can probe and constrain SHDM models in important directions, and then
outline some of the scenarios that motivate such searches. We also discuss connections between constraints
on SHDM and on the parameter values of cosmological models.
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At energies around 1 EeV (1018 eV) and above, photons are expected to be produced by π 0 decays,
implying the existence of hadrons (that cause the production of π 0 mesons) with energies typically 10
times higher than the secondary photon. The search for such photons is of primary importance to decipher
further the origin of UHE cosmic rays (UHECRs) 1 , while the detection of photons of even higher energies,
E & 100 EeV, would open an unexpected window, revealing either new physics or some new particle
acceleration 2–4 . As discussed in this Letter of Interest, the detection of a flux of UHE photons could be a
smoking gun for dark matter (DM) composed of super-heavy particles.
Multiple hypotheses have been proposed to describe DM, so far elusive. The leading benchmark relies
on weakly-interactive massive particles (WIMPs) that were in thermal equilibrium in the early Universe 5 .
The mass of these particles should lie in the range 102 -to-104 GeV so as to explain the DM density, which is
inline with the naturalness argument to have new physics at the TeV scale. However, WIMPs have escaped
any detection so far. The null results of direct detection push the originally expected masses towards larger
values and the couplings towards weaker ones. This gives increasingly strong constraints for the WIMPs to
match the relic density. At the same time, so far, no new physics at the TeV scale have been observed at
the LHC experiments 6 . Although the exploration of the complete WIMP parameter space remains of great
importance for the DM experimental program, a broader search program is also actively pursued.
Models of super-heavy DM particles, first put forward in the 90s 7–13 , were recently revived as an alternative to the WIMPs 14 . If super-heavy particles decay into standard-model particles, secondary products can
be detected by CR observatories dedicated to UHECRs such as, currently, the Pierre Auger Observatory 15
and the Telescope Array 16 , as well as next-generation experiments 17–19 . Of particular interest would be the
detection of UHE photons from regions of denser DM density such as the center of our Galaxy. Currently,
the most stringent upper limits on photons around and above EeV energies come from the Pierre Auger
Observatory, located near Malargue, Mendoza Province, Argentina.
Although SHDM particles do not decay in a standard way because they are protected in the perturbative
domain by the conservation of quantum numbers, they can disintegrate through non-perturbative effects. For
non-commutative gauge theories, one of these effects can be the generation of one quantum number for the
benefit of another through the change of configuration of gauge fields by tunnel effect (instantons) due to the
vacuum structure 11 . At low temperatures, the probability of exciting topological field configurations from
local charges can be estimated as e−4π/αX , where αX is the coupling constant of the interaction considered
at the natural scale of this interaction 20 . Therefore, if instantons are responsible for the decay of a particle,
the lifetime of this particle scales as ~e4π/αX /mX c2 . This mechanism offers the possibility of providing
metastable particles, which can produce detectable secondaries such as nucleons and photons.
No photons with energies above 1 EeV have been unambiguously identified so far 21;22 . This can translate, see e.g. 23–25 , into constrains on the properties of DM particles, as illustrated in Figure 1 where the 95%
CL allowed regions of the mass and lifetime of the particles are shown. The green curve is obtained from
upper limits on photons, while the blue one, more constraining at high masses, comes from the absence of
UHECRs, hence also of photons, detected above 1020.2 at the Auger Observatory 26;27 .
On the theoretical aspect, there are good motives for SHDM if new physics only manifest at the Planck
scale or the GUT scale. This possibility is motivated not only by the absence of any sign of new physics
at the TeV scale, but also by the precise measurements of the mass of the Higgs boson and of the Yukawa
coupling of the top quark that make it possible to extrapolate the standard model all the way from the mass
of the top to the Planck mass without encountering any inconsistency that would make the electroweak
vacuum unstable. This vacuum lies in fact close to the boundary between stability and metastability 28 .
Alternatively to the naturalness solving the hierarchy question, the landscape of string theory vacua 29 could
be at play to explain that several constants are abnormally small compared to the Planck scale. From
anthropic aspects, some studies notably argue that the properties of nuclei and atoms would not allow the
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possibility of complex chemistry if the electroweak scale was too far from the confinement scale of QCD 30 .
In this case, there would no longer be any real reason for DM to be linked directly or indirectly to the
electroweak scale. Although the structure formation constrains the DM density, it leaves a “carte blanche”
for the mass spectrum of DM. The dark sector would be as natural as possible if the DM scale is related to
the Planck scale or to the GUT scale.
SHDM particles that are only gravitationally
coupled could have been produced at the end of inflation via the “freeze-in mechanism” 31–33 , which
relies on annihilations of the standard model particles to populate the dark sector. An interesting consequence is that, so as to produce enough such very
feebly coupled heavy particles, the reheating temperature must be relatively high, which implies a
tensor/scalar ratio of the primordial modes possibly
detectable in the power spectrum of the CMB. The
limits inferred from the Planck satellite on this ratio
thus constrain the possible phase space for the mass
of the particles and the value of the Hubble rate at
the end of inflation 28 . The corresponding 95% CL
upper limits on the mass of SHDM, obtained from
the Hubble rate at the end of inflation not to overshoot the CMB bounds on tensor modes, are shown
as the vertical dashed and dotted lines in Figure 1
for reheating efficiencies of 1% and 10%, respectively 14 . They are complementary to those obtained
from the upper limits on UHE-photon fluxes. Conversely, the absence of photons can be combined
with cosmological models and data to constrain further the Hubble rate at the end of inflation as a function of the particle lifetime.

Figure 1: Constraints on the mass and lifetime of
super-heavy DM particles from the absence of UHE
photons (green) and from the absence of CR with energy above 1020.2 eV (blue). The allowed region lies
above the curves. For illustration purpose, the 95%
CL upper limit on mass obtained from the possible
value of the Hubble rate at the end of inflation for a
reheating efficiency of 1% (10%) is shown as the vertical dashed (dotted) line 14 .

Alternatively to the freeze-in mechanism to produce super-heavy DM particles, it is worth noting that
a thermal freeze-out production could also be at play. Dynamical DM has been proposed, where different
dark-matter components can interact and decay throughout the current epoch 34;35 . On the other hand, an
annihilation rate that is exponentially enhanced relative to standard WIMPs could indeed be taking place if
an additional hidden sector exists, through a co-annihilation with the lighter slightly-unstable hidden-sector
species 36 . In this case, DM decouples once the number density of the lighter species is sufficiently diluted
by Hubble expansion, effectively delaying freeze-out. Then the search for UHE photons can also be used to
constrain the parameter governing the decay of the lightest state in the hidden sector into visible-sector final
states.
Summary. It is now beyond doubt that accelerated particles by electromagnetic processes in astrophysical sites are responsible for the bulk of UHECRs. Yet a sub-dominant component could come from decay
products of SHDM particles. The continuous hunt for UHE photons with current and future UHECR detectors could thus lead to a serendipitous discovery of DM. The sensitivity to such a scenario is growing
through, mainly, the bounds on UHE photons and the highest-energetic particles. The constraints are being
more restrictive and the allowed parameter space is shrinking.
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